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Market Watch with RMH
Taxes, the Alphabet of a Recovery, Insiders buying stocks, and distortion in
the Muni and Structured Credit Markets
With all of the Fiscal Policy that has come from the Government to help combat
COVID-19, the IRS has made a few temporary changes for individuals:
- Federal Tax Return filings and payments are now due July 15, 2020,
instead of April 15, 2020.
- If you are due for a refund, do not delay your filing.
- Deadline for IRA contributions has been extended to July 15, from April
15, 2020.
- Required Minimum Distribution (RMD) from retirement accounts are
waived for 2020. If an individual has already taken the RMD for 2020,
they have 60 days to recontribute it as a rollover.
- State tax returns and payments may not change, each state will decide on
its own.
- Many tax payment dates have not changed, including estimated tax
payments for June 15, and beyond.
- If you need to dip in to your retirement plan savings and are under age
59 ½, The CARES Act waives the 10% penalty on early distributions.
What letter shape will the recovery be (economic or stock market)? From a lot of
the calls I have been on, this seems to be the question of the month. Will we have
a U, V, W, X(I hope not, I can’t even begin to explain it), or a Y shaped recovery.
- V means we will have a swift recovery after a very swift descent, most
everybody is hoping for this outcome. This could be the case for the
stock market as it looks 6 – 9 months in advance.
- U means we had a swift descent, and it will take time for the recovery to
manifest itself as a lot of the economy was idled to combat COVID-19,
and the economy will come roaring back.
- W means the same descent, with some stops and starts as the economy
starts to go back to work.
- Y means we have not seen the worst yet, as the economic news will start
coming out shortly, and we will see the damage the shutdown has
caused, and more panic possibly?
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As we have discussed previously, we entered this COVID-19 problem with full
unemployment and a healthy economy. Going forward we have very low interest
rates and low inflation (or none at all) all as a result of Monetary Policy. In
addition we have a number of efforts by the Federal Government (Fiscal Policy) to
do all they can, to help workers and businesses of the U.S. to survive. Finally, we
have human ingenuity in the U.S. and around the world to solve this problem.
Insider Buying of Common Stocks
Generally speaking, insiders buy their own stocks to make money, is the adage I
was brought up on. Executives from major U.S. companies bought stocks in
record numbers for the month of March, 2020.
The purchases from chief executive officers, chief financial officers, and directors
of large U.S. public companies reached $1.1 billion for March, the highest since
October 2013. This is generally thought of as a vote of confidence when leaders
buy their shares as the rest of the world is panicking. The chart below from Smart
Insider shows this:
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Distortion in the Municipal Bond and Structured Credit markets
The last month and a half has had a terrible effect on both of these markets as some
bond prices dropped dramatically due to the lack of liquidity, and very poor pricing
by the bond evaluation services custodians (Schwab and others) use. The
evaluation services use only a small proportion of the actual bonds that trade, plus
dealer quotes, maturities, ratings, call features, etc. In essence prices are
extrapolated from the few bonds that are traded and this causes problems!
2019 was a record year for Municipal (Muni) fund inflows, (see chart below from
Lipper) and as a result the market was ripe for a selloff. Once there was an initial
drop in the Net Asset Value (NAV) of a fund, this caused redemptions, which
forced sales into a declining market, pushing prices down, lowering NAV’s and
causing a negative feedback loop for bond investors.

What is the outlook for the Municipal Bond market? From the Bloomberg chart on
the next page, there have been 6 similar periods in the last 12 years where the Muni
bonds sold off significantly. What do they have in common; they all repaired
themselves, albeit more gradually than when they went down. This is where the
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opportunity lies. While the various states/cities/counties all have had issues, and
will continue to do so, the Federal Government announced a $2 Trillion + program
to make sure these entities continue to get their funding. We think the opportunity
lies mostly in the non-rated market with a focus on project revenue debt. Many of
these projects focus on essential needs with minimal exposure to the economy (i.e.,
hazardous waste recycling, medical supply recycling, continuing care retirement
community (501)-(c) (3), industrial projects to name a few sectors.

One of the Muni managers we talked to had a portfolio of 100 names, almost all of
them trading over par before COVID-19. At this time (of writing) at least 40
names are trading at a 20% discount, and this is across all sectors, senior health
care, education, manufacturing, established credits, projects with capitalized
interest. In this situation, create a portfolio that is creating strong tax free income,
and wait for the capital appreciation to come. Currently a 7%+ Federal tax free
yield, paid monthly, state taxes still apply.
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With regard to the Structured Credit markets, let no good deed go unpunished! In
the wake of the financial crisis, one of the Fed’s ultimate goals was to shift the
liquidity risk out of the banks hands and into the hands of private lenders and
investors. This was a direct result of the systemic risk embedded in the US
financial system as a result of the US Housing Crisis. Fast forward to 2020,
lending and most areas of structured credit are dominated by asset managers and
private lenders in the meteoric rise of “shadow banking” post 2008.
While the US consumer and financial sector had massively de-levered, and
represented strong pillars in the US economy, there was overleverage in the
corporate and shadow banking sectors of the economy.
In the wake of the global pandemic, the US economy was effectively shut off from
borrowing overnight (repo), causing a cascading domino effect that wreaked havoc
across the US structured credit and private credit markets.
On Sunday March 15th, a bid list of $2B in North American Residential Mortgage
Securities was forced on the market in a distressed auction. On Monday March
16th, a series of margin calls forced REIT’s and hedge funds to dump more and
more supply into an illiquid market as driven by the fear of COVID-19.
The mark-to-market volatility that ensued bled into the daily mutual fund space,
with most areas of structured credit getting marked down to price levels not seen
since late 2009. This led to further redemptions by investors, forcing a dramatic
supply-demand imbalance in the market.
Lack of repo/leverage meant only cash buyers were able to pick up bonds at these
price levels, and the Volker Rule, a result of the financial crisis, prohibited banks
from stepping in as liquidity providers in this environment. Ultimately this
culminated into broad based indiscriminate selling of any spread asset, including a
lot of high quality/investment grade assets.
Similar to 2009, this created an opportunity for new portfolios with fresh capital to
step in and buy structured credit assets at deeply distressed levels. Today, while the
selling has become more orderly, there is still too much structured credit paper
floating in the market with no backstop. The Fed’s TALF program is focused
primarily on corporate and municipal debt, only recently amended to include some
areas of structured credit (i.e. AAA CLOs)
We feel there is an opportunity to buy high quality/investment grade assets that
present attractive opportunities for total return and don’t subject investors to undue
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credit risk at this time. The sell-off we’ve seen in the credit markets has been
largely liquidity driven. From talks with our portfolio managers, they feel there is
still more unwinding that will occur as the economy slowly re-opens, and this will
create a secondary opportunity to buy distressed assets.
What steps are we doing at RMH?
- We are looking at the portfolios and rebalancing where necessary.
- We are taking advantage of tax loss selling to lower future capital gains.
- We are looking at what insiders are doing with some of the stocks
we have purchased.
- We are talking with portfolio managers on a one to one basis
and participating in conference calls.
If there are ever any topics you wish us to explore, please let us know. We are
here to help and guide you through these times.
Sources include the following:
Charles Schwab March 24, 2020 – Tax Deadlines Extended Due To Coronavirus
https://thakoni.com/us-executives-rush-in-record-numbers-to-buy-the-dip/
Cumberland Advisors March 26, 2020 – The Muni Meltdown…(and the
opportunity it presents)
We thank you all for taking the time and reading “Market Watch.” It is meant as an
educational piece on the always evolving markets. It is something we plan on
providing every month, and your feedback is very important to us.
On a personal note, RMH is now in the position to bring on new clients and
please be sure to share this informational letter with whomever you wish.
RMH’s focus is on the customizable investment needs of individuals, families,
and foundations. We enjoy working with our clients to better understand
their goals, values, and passions for what is important in their lives. In
expanding our client base, we look forward to working with people who share
these same desires
Richard Mundinger, CFA
Research and Editing by Erica Mundinger
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